P6460 POLIZOTTO A MIAMI (ITALY, 1988)
(Other titles: Getting even; Miami cops; Sapore di morte; Spur des Schlitzers; Vendetta)

Credits: director, Alfonso Brescia, Leandro Lucchetti ; writer, Roberto Leoni, Leandro Lucchetti.
Cast: Richard Roundtree, Michael J. Aronin, Harrison Muller, Jr.
Summary: Gangster/thriller set in contemporary New York and Southeast Asia. Fifteen years after they served together in Vietnam, ex-Marines Dundee (Roundtree) and Evans (Aronin) are reunited when the FBI enlists their help in tracking another former Marine. Their old platoon mate (Muller), a psychotic soldier with a taste for sadism, is now an international arms dealer accused of killing seven women. Outgunned and outnumbered, Evans and Dundee follow a trail of bodies that leads back to Southeast Asia. With the help of a beautiful Eurasian agent and a mysterious redhead, the relentless veterans fight the last battle of their war, and this time they are not just getting mad, they are getting even.

No known reviews.
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